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A Rite to engage the fullness of Being Human
All present in Congress should be in harmony with all perceptions of reality according to their depth of 

knowing. 

The Magus stands in the center of all time and space.

-Bell Strikes
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Anchored in the moment by the chime of the bell, the Rite begins.

The Magus stretches to the infinite Zenith and draws the Absolute Light to his forehead,
vibrating, 

Ateh. 

Continue the directing of Light through Self to the infinite Nadir, vibrating,
Malkuth.

Stretching to the infinite South, draw the Absolute Light forth through the heart of Self to the infinite 
North, vibrating,

ve-Geburah.



Stretching to the infinite North, draw the Absolute Light forth through the heart of Self to the infinite 
South, vibrating,

ve-Gedulah.

Bringing the hands together before the breast of Self, extend the Absolute Light from the heart to 
Infinite East and West, vibrating,

le-Olahm, AMEN!

The Magus moves to the East and evokes the Yin Kalim (Phoenix gesture), intones,
יהוה

YOD-HEH-VAUV-HEH.

The Magus opens the East with Typhon-Albion (Dragon gesture).

The Magus moves to the South and evokes the Yin Kalim (Phoenix gesture), intones,
אדני

AH-DOH-NYE.

The Magus opens the South with Typhon-Albion (Dragon gesture).

The Magus moves to the West and evokes the Yang Kalim (Phoenix gesture), intones,
אהיה

EH-HEH-YEH.

The Magus opens the West with Typhon-Albion (Dragon gesture).

The Magus moves to the North and evokes the Yang Kalim (Phoenix gesture), intones,
אגלא

AH-GEH-LA.

The Magus opens the North with Typhon-Albion (Dragon gesture).

The Magus completes circumnavigation by returning to center.

Turns to the East and steps towards the Eastern portal proclaiming,
Before me Raphael.

Turns to the West and steps towards the Western portal proclaiming,
Before me Gabriel.

Returns to the center.

Turns to the South and steps towards the Southern portal proclaiming,
Before me Michael.

Turns to the North and steps towards the Northern portal proclaiming,
Before me Auriel.

Returns to center and facing East, the Magus stands wide and outstretched, proclaiming,
Within and Without Shines the Unity,

 עליון
EL-EE-ON.



Love is the Law, Love under Will
אראריתא

Stretching to the Zenith, forming a central pillar, inhale Silence.
Vibrating RA, manifest the Dreamer (Yin tetrahedron).

Vibrating REE, manifest the Beloved (Yang tetrahedron).
Vibrating TAH, expand the Merkabah stone through infinite time and space.

The Magus approaches the Eastern portal, declaring,
With me Michael.

Walks to the Southern portal, declaring,
With me Auriel.

Walks to the Western portal, declaring,
With me Raphael.

Walks to the Southern portal, declaring,
With me Gabriel. 

The Magus completes the circumnavigation by walking the path of Absolute Being.
Facing the East, standing wide and outstretched, intoning:

אהיה
EH-HEH-YEH

IAD
GON-gesture the infinite Absolute becoming Unity

UN-manifest Adam-Kadmon
GAL-extend consciousness through all moments

י
YOD-project mental ב via dominant hand to the East

ה
HEH-project mental ב via dominant hand to the South

ו
VAUV-project mental ב via passive hand to the West

ה
HEH-project mental ב via passive hand to the North


AUM.

I AM ABSOLUTE MADE MANIFEST!

The Magus and Congress may continue their work forward to depth of their knowing.


